
1.What was the deal Mike made with Gregory to get the patent file filled?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Why has the patent claim been denied??
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Judge Pearl hates Harvey. Why?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Why did Louis bring Mike to play tennis??
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. How did Harvey settle the patent problem??
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Match the columns according to the meaning of the words:
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1.to bill

2.  claim

3. pawn down

4. outburst

5. injunction

(       )  pass; get rid of

(       )  order; authorized warning

(       )  to charge

(        )  sudden release of intense emotion

(       )  request

6. fine (       )  make to pay money for breaking the law



1.What was the deal Mike made with Gregory to get the patent file filled?
Gregory would file the patent, and Mike should proof his Brainbridge briefs.

2. Why has the patent claim been denied??
Because another company claimed the patent before Mike did.

3. Judge Pearl hates Harvey. Why?
Because his wife told him she had had an affair with Harvey.

4. Why did Louis bring Mike to play tennis?
So they could meet Tom Keller ( the millionaire sports guy ). Mike was supposed to talk to Tom
and make him Louis’ client.

5. How did Harvey settle the patent problem?
Harvey threatened to make the prototype public if the other company didn’t give up pursuing the
patent claim.

Match the columns according to the meaning of the words:
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1.to bill

2.  claim

3. pawn down

4. outburst

5. injunction

(   3  )  pass; get rid of

(    5  )  order; authorized warning

(   1   )  to charge

(    4   )  sudden release of intense emotion

(   2   )  request

6. fine (    6  )  make to pay money for breaking the law


